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Foreword 
 

This instructional document was written to accompany the thesis work conducted by the author 

titled: “IMPROVING THE CYBER SECURITY READINESS AND CAPABILITIES OF SME COMPANIES IN 

SOUTHWEST FINLAND – Implementing a focused cyber threat information sharing service using 

MISP”, (2021). It serves as part of the thesis work to ensure all pilot users gain a working knowledge 

of the platform to benefit from its capabilities. Some parts of this document may not apply if the 

reader has established their own MISP instance, nevertheless all functionalities should be correct in 

all use-case. 

Many of the instructional cases in this document depict actions in a “training environment” to better 

explain and illustrate actions taken to achieve task goals, which at the time of creation of this 

document was not connected to other MISP instances. Keep in mind that all actions the user 

publishes or saves are permanent until removed! 

This MISP instructional document has been compiled from countless user testing carried out by the 

author, as well as documentation found on the official MISP website and GitHub.  

The MISP user guide is a collaborative effort between all the contributors to MISP including the 

Belgian Ministry of Defence (CERT), CIRCL Computer Incident Response Center Luxembourg, Iklody 

IT Solutions, NATO NCIRC, Cthulhu Solutions and CERT-EU 

 

  

https://www.github.com/MISP
https://www.circl.lu/
http://www.ncirc.nato.int/
https://cert.europa.eu/


Checking connectivity 
 

FIrst test the connectivity of your MISP server by connecting to the web interface. 

Open a web browser and type in: 

https://{yourserverip}/users/login  

A warning will pop up, explaining your connection to the site is not secure and ask whether or not to 

continue to the site. 

Choose to continue to “https://{yourserverip}/users/login” and the web interface login will open. 

  



Initial login 
 

To login to the web interface and use the default email and password assigned to you by the project 

lead or by your organization. 

After logging in, you will be taken to the “Change Password” – tab.   

Change the password and Press SUBMIT 

 

 

Once a new password has been set to the user, logging back in to the MISP Web Interface will take 

you to the “HOME” – tab. Here you will see a list of events downloaded from selected feeds. 

  



General options for MISP users 
 

General MISP user 

 
The general MISP user will have the following options, actions and panes available when logging in 

to the service: 

 

Home: This button will return you to the start screen of the application, which is the event index 

page or the page the user set as custom home page using the star in the top bar.  

Event Actions: 

• List Events: Lists all the events in the system that are not private or belong to your organization 
The user is able to, modify, delete, publish or view individual events. 

• Add Event: Allows you to fill out an event creation form and create the event object, which you 
can start adding attributes. 

• List Attributes: Lists all the attributes in the system that are not private or belong to your 
organization. You can modify, delete or view each individual attribute. 

• Search Attributes: You can set search terms for a filtered attribute index view here. 

• REST client MISP Online REST client where you can make calls directly to the API via a Web UI. 

• View Proposals: Shows a list of all proposals that you are eligible to see. 

• Events with proposals: Shows all of the events created by your organization that has 
pending proposals. 

• List Tags: List all the tags that have been created by users with tag creation rights on this instance.  

• List Tag Collections: List all the tag collections that have been created by users with tag creation 
rights on this instance. Tag collections allow you to assign a collection of tags to an event or 
attribute in one action. 

• Add Tag: Create a new tag. 

• List Taxonomies: List all of the taxonomies installed on the MISP instance. 

• List Templates: List all of the event templates created by users with template creation rights on 
this instance. 

• Add Template: Create a new template. 

• Export: Export the data accessible to you in various formats. 

• Automation: If you have authentication key access, you can view how to use your key to use the 
REST interface for automation here. 

Dashboard: Allows you to create a custom dashboard using widgets. 

Galaxies: Shortcut to the list of MISP Galaxies on the MISP instance. 

Input Filters: 

• Import Regexp: You can view the Regular Expression rules, which modify the data that can be 
entered into the system. This can and should be used to help filter out personal information from 
automatic imports (such as removing the username from windows file paths), having unified 
representation for certain common values for easier correlation or simply standardizing certain 
input. It is also possible to block certain values from being inserted. As a site administrator or a 
user with regex permission, you can also edit these rules. 

• Signature Allowlist: You can view the allowlist rules, which contains the values that are blocked 
from being used for exports and automation on this instance. Site administrators have access to 
editing this list. 

https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#api
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#proposals
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#proposals
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#proposals
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#proposals
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#misp-instance


• List Warninglists: MISP warninglists are lists of well-known indicators that can be associated to 
potential false positives, errors or mistakes. The warning lists are integrated in MISP to display an 
info/warning box at the event and attribute level.  

• List Noticelists: MISP noticelists inform MISP users of the legal, privacy, policy or even technical 
implications of using specific attributes, categories or objects. 

• List Correlation Exclusions: Allows for the exclusion of certain values from the correlation engine.  

Global Actions: 

• News: Read about the latest news regarding the MISP system 

• My Profile: Manage your user account. 

• My Settings: View your user specific settings. 

• Set Setting: Set user specific settings. 

• Organizations: View the organizations having a presence on this instance. 

• Role Permissions: You can view the role permissions here. 

• List Sharing Groups: You can view the list of existing Sharing Groups to which you or your 
organization have access. 

• Add Sharing Group: Create a sharing group. 

• Decaying Models Tool: Allows you to create decaying models. 

• List Decaying Models: Manage existing decaying models. 

• User Guide: A link to this user guide. 

• Categories & Types: Quick overview of Attribute Categories and Types. e.g: md5 -> Payload 
delivery, Artifacts dropped, Payload installation, External analysis  

• Terms & Conditions: General terms and conditions which can be configured in Administration -> 
Server Settings -> MISP Settings: MISP.terms_file . From the UI: "The filename of the terms and 
conditions file. Make sure that the file is located in your MISP/app/files/terms directory"  

• Statistics: View a series of statistics about the users and the data on this instance.  

• List Discussions: List threads of discussions created on the MISP instance by the organizations 
connected to this local community. 

• Start Discussion: Create a new discussion thread. 

MISP: A link to the MISP baseurl. 

Name: Name of the current user logged in to the service. 

The envelope logo: Link to the user dashboard where notifications and changes appear since the 
users last login. 

LOG OUT: Logs the user out of the service. 
 

Admin MISP user 

In addition to the general actions available to all MISP users, administrators have the following 
available to them: 

Galaxies: Administrator are able to update the Galaxies section of their instance. 

Sync Actions:  

• Import Server Settings: Import sync server configuration. 

• List Servers: Connect your MISP instance to other instances, or view and modify the currently 
established connections. 

https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#misp-warninglists
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#indicators
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#sharing-groups
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#sharing-groups
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#misp-instance
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#community
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#misp-instance


• List Feeds: Follow the RSS feeds of other organization or CERTs worldwide. 

• Search Feed Caches: Search for values potentially contained in the cached feeds and servers.  

• List SightingDB Connections: Allows you to manage existing SightingDB connections. SightingDB is 
an alternate sighting database that MISP interconnects with. 

• Add SightingDB Connection: Create a SightingDB connection. 

• List Communities: A list of communities that chose to advertise their existence to the general 
MISP user-base. 

• Cerebrates: Connect your MISP to one or several Cerebrate instances to act as lookup directories 
for organization and sharing group information. 

• Event ID translator: Allows to translate a local ID into the corresponding event ID on sync servers 
configured. 

Administration: 

• List Users: View, modify or delete the currently registered users. 

• List Auth Keys: Shows a list of the auth keys on this instance (auth keys from the advanced auth 
key system) with their comments. 

• List User Setting: Lists user setting for the users on this instance. 

• Set User Setting: Set user specific settings for the users on this instance. 

• Add User: Create an account for a new user for your organization. Site administrators can create 
users for any organization. 

• Contact Users: You can use this view to send messages to your current or future users or send 
them a temporary password. 

• User Registrations: You can find messages sent to this instance in this view. 

• List Organizations: View the organizations having a presence on this instance, with some useful 
information. 

• Add Organizations: 

• List Roles: List, modify or delete currently existing roles. 

• Add Role: Create a new role group for the users of this instance, controlling their privileges to 
create, modify, delete and to publish events and to access certain features such as the logs or 
automation. 

• Server Settings & Maintenance: Various tools, upgrade scripts that can help a site-admin run the 
instance & Set up and diagnose your MISP installation. 

• Jobs: View the background jobs and their progress 

• Scheduled Tasks: Schedule the pre-defined tasks for your instance (this currently includes export 
caching, server pull and server push). 

• Event Block Rules: Set event block rules. Event block rules allow you to add a simple tag filter to 
block events from being added or synced. See administration. 

• Blocklist Event: Link to form where you can quickly add an event to a blocklist with it's UUID. For 
more information, see administration. 

• Manage Event Blocklists: List of blocklisted events on MISP instance. 

• blocklist Organization: Link to for where you can quickly add an organization to a blocklist with it's 
UUID. For more information, see administration. 

• Manage Org blocklists: List of blocklisted Organizations on this instance. 

Audit:  

• List Logs: View the logs of the instance. 

• Search Logs: Search the logs by various attributes. 

 

 

https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#roles
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#roles
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#scheduled-tasks
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#pull
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#push
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/administration
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/administration
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/GLOSSARY.html#misp-instance
https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/administration


Default feeds 
 

From the top bar navigate to the “HOME” tab if you are not currently there. Now you will see a long 

list of generated feed data from your selected feeds. This data includes threats, research posts, hot-

fixes and more. 

By hovering over the “TAGS” in any particular event, you will be given detailed information about that tag. 

 

 

 

By clicking on the ID-Number of an 

event, additional info will be shown 

about the threat, including dates and 

hostnames associated with the 

threat. This info will also include 

“virustotal”-links if applicable, and 

research posts made by other MISP 

users and colleagues. 

Many parts of the event feeds give 

more information when a user 

hovers their cursor over that 

particular piece of information or 

opens it by clicking. 

We will be covering the parts that 

make up an event on the next 

chapter, detailing the creation of 

events. 

  



Creating an event in your feed 
 

There are many situations a MISP user may come across when he needs to share the information to 

their MISP group or the whole community. A user might come across malicious traffic from a host, 

phising-attempts or for instance, suspicious emails. These instances can be shared through MISP and 

the information shared will automatically be updated on the feeds and the machines linked within 

them to all who belong to the same group or community. 

To create the event, firstly go to the “HOME” – tab of the Web Interface. On the left side-menu, click 

“ADD EVENT” 

 

The “ADD EVENT” – form will open up, which you will need to fill in. 

  



The drop-down menus have been opened up for this screenshot to give more clarity on what the 

form includes. 

Firstly, there is the “Date” and “Distribution” selections. 

The “Date”, as in, when has 

this event occurred. With 

“Distribution” you can select 

to whom this event is visible 

and viable to. 

Next there are “Threat Level” 

and “Analysis”. 

“Threat Levels” are indicators 

on how serious an issue or a 

fix has been. These can be 

left to your own assessment, 

but after getting familiar with 

MISP and the feeds you will 

start to build a solid picture 

of what levels events get 

categorized to. “Analysis” 

informs which stage the 

event is at, did you complete 

a previously flagged event or 

come across something new. 

 

“Event Info” is reserved for a short and concise explanation of what the event is about. 

“Extends Event” is used to link this event to a pre-existing one using the ID of the event in question, 

so the new one will automatically be added to the pre-existing event. 

Fill in these fields as shown in the picture or as you yourself please. Just remember to leave the 

“Extends Event” field blank if you are not adding to a pre-existing event! 

 

Click “SUBMIT”. 



An un-published ticket of the event is created. 

 

 

Next up you will be adding attributes to the ticket.  

Click the + - sign located above the “Date” category. 

The “Add Attribute” – popup will open. 

  



The “Add Attribute” – popup has many fields to customize it with and you will usually need to create 

2 or three attributes per event. 

The “Category” – drop-down menu 

includes event categories from Anti-virus 

detection to Financial or Social-Networking 

frauds. 

The “Type” - drop-down menu is used to 

clarify what instance in the category is 

subject to this attribute. 

“Distribution” is again used to select to 

whom this event is visible and viable to. 

“Value” is anything connected with the 

“Category”, for instance an IP – address. 

“Contextual Comment” is reserved for the 

issuer of the event to leave additional 

information on the subject matter. 

“For Intrusion Detection System”, is used 

to set the IDS flag or not. If set, the 

attribute will be used as an IDS signature 

when exporting the NIDS data.  

“Batch Import” is used when we need to 

add several Indicatiors of Compromise of 

the same category/type which allow you to 

add them at once by separated by a line 

break between each line in the value field. 

Rest of the options are for adding the date 

and time the event was first or last seen. 

 

Three attributes will now be created for this event, and the screenshots for all needed information 

will be added on the next page. The attributes added will be: IP source (Where or by whom this 

event was noticed), the domain where this event was noticed (A really sketchy site called 

“google.com”) and a payload delivery mac-address. 

  



 

Once all of the attributes have been submitted, the Event ticket looks something like the following.  

Here you will also see that MISP allows users to comment on each attribute and event, and that 

MISP has automatically found “related” events and articles to the attributes you have posted. We 

will now go through how to enrich all of this data within MISP to get even more out of the 

experience. 



Now we will add “Tags” to our newly created event. Click on the Icon located on the “Tags” line of 

the event ticket called “Local Tags”. 

 

A small box will open next to the icon. From there, click on “All tags” and choose “Payload” from the 

drop-down menu. Click “SUBMIT”. 

  



Now that you have added a tag to your event, you are ready to publish it! Make sure that the 

“Distribution” line states that you will be publishing to this community only. You do not want to fill 

any actual organizational feeds with these testing events. 

Once you have everything set as needed, click the “Publish Event” from the left side of the event 

ticket view. 

A confirmation window will appear, choose “YES” and the publish-job will get queued. 

 

You may follow any and all JOBS currently running on your MISP instance from the “JOBS” – section. 



 

From the top bar navigate to “Administration” and from the dropdown menu select “Jobs”. Here 

you can follow the progression of assigned tasks and jobs and check that everything is running as it 

should. 

 

   



NOTICE! Delegation of event publishing! 
 

While sharing CTI, organizational or personal privacy may sometimes delay or prevent taking actions 

so to not link a potential victim with an incident or to avoid organizational relations with shared 

information. 

In these cases, a MISP user may choose to DELEGATE the event publication to a trusted partner or 

group another organization agrees to take on the DELEGATE action. 

A ROLE WITH DELEGATION ACCESS IS REQUIRED TO GO FORWARD WITH DELEGATION ACTIONS! 

To send a delegation request, you must first create or generate an event and select the 

DISTRIBUTION of the event to “Your organization only” otherwise to option to delegate will not be 

available.  

After clicking on the “Delegate Publishing” option a new window will pop-up with the options to 

choose an organization you will be delegating the event to and the desired distribution. The 

“Desired Distribution” option allows the creator of the event to choose how the event will be 

distributed or leave the decision for the organization which takes on the delegation action. Finally 

the creator may leave a free-text  

  

Figure 1: Source: https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/delegation/ 

Figure 2: Source: https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/delegation/ 



When a user or organization receives a new “Delegation Request” a red circle will appear around 

the envelope icon in the top right corner. 

 

Clicking on the icon will open the user dashboard as usual but the “Delegation Request” will have 

appeard on the Notification board. 

 

 

 

 

Clicking on the “VIEW” link opens a new event list view which 

shows all “Delegation Request” that have been presented. 

Once the delegated event is opened the user may check all data 

listed therein and choose to delegate or decline the request. 

If the user has publishing rights, they may choose to publish the 

event immediately. 

  



Generating an event from a published Security or Malware Analysis report 

 
One of the most effective ways for MISP users to generate events to the MISP event feed is to 

import existing Security and Malware analysis reports from other software and cybersecurity 

professionals such as are available in the MISP standard format or STIX 1.1.1 and 2.1 formats. 

To import an external (or MISP generated analysis report) navigate to “Event Actions” and from the 

left side-menu choose “Import from…” 

 

A new window will pop – up, where you will need to choose the format of the report you are 

importing. For the purposes of this instruction, we will be using the STIX 1.1.1 format, since we 

downloaded our report from Cybersecurity & Infrastructure security agency, located at: https://us-

cert.cisa.gov/ .  

 
NOTICE that each of the STIX formats have been cited as “Lossy”, which means that the MISP instance might 

not be able to pull all relevant information from the report. A final check by the user is suggested before the 

event is published! 

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/


After the correct format is chosen the upload page will be shown. 

 

Browse for the correct file, if you are using a “lossless” data format you may choose to immediately 

publish the event after it is importer. For the case of the STIX formats it is not recommended. 

Press the UPLOAD button! 

The event will be created resembling the given report as closely as possible, but make sure to check 

it through before pressing the PUBLISH EVENT button from the left side-menu. 



Generating Security and Malware reports from published MISP events 
 

To generate the reverse of what was discussed in the previous chapter a user has to open an event 

from their event feed as was described earlier in these instructions.  

 

Next, from the left side-menu choose the “DOWNLOAD AS..” option. 

 

A new window will popup prompting the user to choose which format they wish to download the 

report in. 

  



 

After choosing the required format the download wizard or app appropriate for the users OS will 

pop up and the download is finished through it. 

 

 

  



Additional MISP feeds 
 

MISP feeds deemed imperative for the client have already been enabled on the MISP instance when 

you gained access to it. There are however additional feeds generated by MISP all of which are 

disabled by default. 

From the top bar navigate to “sync actions” and from the dropdown menu to “list feeds”. 

To access more feeds, click “Load default feed metadata”. 

A list of default data feeds is now shown. (At the time that this instruction was created, 57 feeds) 

 

From these feeds, select ones you have been instructed to or have deemed viable to follow. 

Click “Fetch and store all feed data”. 



 

A text box will appear at the top of the Web Interface stating, “Pull queued for background 

execution”. 

   



MISP Galaxies 
 

MISP Galaxies are a methodology for expressing large object clusters that MISP events and 

attributes can be enriched by. Each Galaxy cluster may be composed of or more Key-Values. The 

main purpose of the MISP Galaxies is for organisations and sharing groups to have a common set of 

templates to work on for analysing threats and sharing information. 

A Galaxy is meant to contain more info than a tag. They come formats of regular or matrix-shape. 

With a tag, you can only display one label and one color. In a galaxy, you can display names, 

synonyms, description and categories (for matrix-galaxies). 

MISP galaxies have default standardized vocabularies, such as STIX, Veris, ATT&CK and the MISP 

standard, but any organisation may create their own custom one if such is required. 

Existing Galaxies may be utilized as templates for creating additional Galaxies.  

To manage Galaxies, navigate to the “Galaxies” section from the top bar. 

 

All Galaxies on the MISP instance will be shown, including the description of the Galaxy and its 

release version. 

 

We will now go through an example event to which a galaxy is implemented to. The galaxy contains 

information about a threat actor called “Sneaky Panda”. 

 

  



 

In the event view, a blue frame is found, 

located below the first lines of meta 

data. A “Add new cluster” will be 

located here.  

Press the Add new cluster button. 

The “Select Cluster Source” tool will 

open and the user may select from 

automatically selected options. 

The options which are found, 

preconfigured, on MISP instances are: 

ALL GALAXIES 

GALAXY: Threat Actor 

GALAXY: Tool 

 

For the purposes of this instruction, we 

will select “GALAXY: Threat Actor” 

A selection of known threat actors will 

be presented.  

 

To aid in finding the threat actor a user is looking for, you may use the “Search Bar” which will not 

only show direct matches to the search, but also known aliases and synonyms for the search query. 

Shown above is the search result for “Sneaky Panda” which finds a positive match from “Bejing 

Group”. We will select this Galaxy. 

 

Hovering your mouse over the 

magnifying glasses besides the Galaxy 

cluster names will reveal more 

information about data implemented 

with them.  

Figure 3:  Source: https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/galaxy/ 

Figure 4: Source: https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/galaxy/ 



List of available MISP galaxy clusters 
The list is available from: https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/galaxy/ (Accessed: 12 September 2021) 

Android - Android malware galaxy based on multiple open sources. 

Backdoor - A list of backdoor malware. 

Banker - A list of banker malware. 

Botnet - botnet galaxy 

Branded vulnerability - List of known vulnerabilities and attacks with a branding 

Cert eu govsector - Cert EU GovSector 

Exploit kit - Exploit-Kit is an enumeration of some exploitation kits used by adversaries. The list 

includes document, browser and router exploit kits.It's not meant to be totally exhaustive but aim at 

covering the most seen in the past 5 years 

Malpedia - Malware galaxy cluster based on Malpedia. 

Microsoft activity group - Activity groups as described by Microsoft 

Mitre attack pattern - ATT&CK tactic 

Mitre course of action - ATT&CK Mitigation 

Mitre enterprise attack attack pattern - ATT&CK tactic 

Mitre enterprise attack course of action - ATT&CK Mitigation 

Mitre enterprise attack intrusion set - Name of ATT&CK Group 

Mitre enterprise attack malware - Name of ATT&CK software 

Mitre enterprise attack tool - Name of ATT&CK software 

Mitre intrusion set - Name of ATT&CK Group 

Mitre malware - Name of ATT&CK software 

Mitre mobile attack attack pattern - ATT&CK tactic 

Mitre mobile attack course of action - ATT&CK Mitigation 

Mitre mobile attack intrusion set - Name of ATT&CK Group 

Mitre mobile attack malware - Name of ATT&CK software 

Mitre mobile attack tool - Name of ATT&CK software 

Mitre pre attack attack pattern - ATT&CK tactic 

Mitre pre attack intrusion set - Name of ATT&CK Group 

Mitre tool - Name of ATT&CK software 

  

https://www.circl.lu/doc/misp/galaxy/


Preventive measure - Preventive measures based on the ransomware document overview as 

published in https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TWS238xacAto-

fLKh1n5uTsdijWdCEsGIM0Y0Hvmc5g/pubhtml# .The preventive measures are quite generic and can 

fit any standard Windows infrastructure and their security measures. 

Ransomware - Ransomware galaxy based on 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TWS238xacAto-

fLKh1n5uTsdijWdCEsGIM0Y0Hvmc5g/pubhtml and http://pastebin.com/raw/GHgpWjar  

Rat - remote administration tool or remote access tool (RAT), also called sometimes remote access 

trojan, is a piece of software or programming that allows a remote "operator" to control a system as 

if they have physical access to that system. 

Sector - Activity sectors 

Stealer - A list of malware stealer. 

Tds - TDS is a list of Traffic Direction System used by adversaries 

Threat actor - Known or estimated adversary groups targeting organizations and employees. 

Adversary groups are regularly confused with their initial operation or campaign. 

Tool - threat-actor-tools is an enumeration of tools used by adversaries. The list includes malware 

but also common software regularly used by the adversaries. 

Vocabularies 

Common 

Certainty level - Certainty level of an associated element or cluster. 

Sector - List of activity sectors 

Threat actor type - threat actor type vocab as defined by Cert EU. 

Ttp category - ttp category vocab as defined by Cert EU. 

Ttp type - ttp type vocab as defined by Cert EU. 

threat-actor 

Cert eu motive - Motive vocab as defined by Cert EU. 

Intended effect - The IntendedEffectVocab is the default STIX vocabulary for expressing the 

intended effect of a threat actor 

Motivation - The MotivationVocab is the default STIX vocabulary for expressing the motivation of a 

threat actor. 

Planning and operational support - The PlanningAndOperationalSupportVocab is the default STIX 

vocabulary for expressing the planning and operational support functions available to a threat actor. 

Sophistication - The ThreatActorSophisticationVocab enumeration is used to define the default STIX 

vocabulary for expressing the subjective level of sophistication of a threat actor. 

Type - The ThreatActorTypeVocab enumeration is used to define the default STIX vocabulary for 

expressing the subjective type of a threat actor.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TWS238xacAto-fLKh1n5uTsdijWdCEsGIM0Y0Hvmc5g/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TWS238xacAto-fLKh1n5uTsdijWdCEsGIM0Y0Hvmc5g/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TWS238xacAto-fLKh1n5uTsdijWdCEsGIM0Y0Hvmc5g/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TWS238xacAto-fLKh1n5uTsdijWdCEsGIM0Y0Hvmc5g/pubhtml
http://pastebin.com/raw/GHgpWjar


MISP Taxonomies 
 

After the MISP 2.4 release, new taxonomy mechanisms were introduced to the platform to support 

classification.  

The taxonomies contain their own series of tags which are interchangeable with the normal tags of 

the MISP instance. Tags, as stated previously in this document, are a simple way of classifying 

objects and attributes on the MISP instances. The taxonomies, in the same sense as galaxies and 

objects, are a more wide-ranging set for classification.  

 

Any organisation may create their own taxonomies with the aid of the taxonomy templates on MISP 

or use any number of the pre-defined taxonomies. All taxonomies are exportable and importable 

between MISP instances and other CTI software.  

To enable taxonomies to be used in event creation and management, navigate to “Event Actions” 

from the top bar, and from the dropdown-menu choose “List Taxonomies”.  

In this view, users may additionally check the metadata contained with taxonomies and delete any 

number of them from the MISP instance, if the user has sufficient access rights. 

The taxonomy tags may be used to set events for further analysis with external tools and enrich IDS 

exports and reports. Taxonomy tags may also be used to ensure any event is classified or tagged in a 

specified way automatically before publishing  

 

A complete list of the available taxonomies is available on the MISP project website in HTML and 

PDF format: https://www.misp-project.org/taxonomies.html .  The following is a compiled list of 

some of the available taxonomies. 

List of available MISP taxonomies 
Admiralty Scale - The Admiralty Scale (also called the NATO System) is used to rank the reliability of 

a source and the credibility of an information. 

Adversary - An overview and description of the adversary infrastructure. 

CIRCL Taxonomy - Schemes of Classification in Incident Response and Detection CIRCL Taxonomy is a 

simple scheme for incident classification and area topic where the incident took place. 

Cyber Kill Chain – created by Lockheed Martin as described in Intelligence-Driven Computer 

Network Defense Informed by Analysis of Adversary Campaigns and Intrusion Kill Chains. 

DE German (DE) - Government classification markings (VS) Taxonomy for the handling of 

protectively marked information in MISP with German (DE) Government classification markings (VS). 

https://www.misp-project.org/taxonomies.html


DHS CIIP Sectors - DHS critical sectors as described in https://www.dhs.gov/critical-infrastructure-

sectors. 

Diamond Model for Intrusion Analysis - a phase-based model developed by Lockheed Martin, aims 

to help categorise and identify the stage of an attack. 

Domain Name Abuse - taxonomy to tag domain names used for cybercrime. Use europol-incident to 

tag abuse-activity 

eCSIRT - eCSIRT incident classification Appendix C of the eCSIRT EU project including IntelMQ 

updates. 

ENISA Threat Taxonomy - A tool for structuring threat information as published 

Estimative language - including likelihood or probability of event based on the Intelligence 

Community Directive 203 (ICD 203) (6.2.(a)). 

Europol Incident - EUROPOL class of incident taxonomy 

Europol Events - EUROPOL type of events taxonomy 

FIRST CSIRT Case Classification. 

FIRST Information Exchange Policy (IEP) framework 

French gov information classification system 

Information Security Marking Metadata (ISM) - V13 as described by DNI.gov. 

Malware classification - Different categories. Based on a SANS whitepaper about malware. 

Malware Type and Platform classification - based on Microsoft's implementation of the Computer 

Antivirus Research Organization (CARO) Naming Scheme and Malware Terminology. Based on 

Microsoft Malware naming conventions, Microsoft Glossary, Microsoft Objective Criteria, and 

CARO's definitions. Malware families are extracted from Microsoft SIRs since 2008 based on 

Microsoft Malware, virus, and threat encyclopedia. Note that SIRs do NOT include all Microsoft 

malware families. 

MISP taxonomy - to infer with MISP behavior or operation. 

ms-caro-malware - Malware Type and Platform classification based on Microsoft's implementation 

of the Computer Antivirus Research Organization (CARO) Naming Scheme and Malware 

Terminology. 

NATO Classification - Marking of Classified and Unclassified materials as described by the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO. 

Open Threat Taxonomy v1.1 (SANS) - based on James Tarala of SANS 

(http://www.auditscripts.com/resources/open_threat_taxonomy_v1.1a.pdf). 

OSINT Open Source Intelligence - Classification 

TLP - Traffic Light Protocol The Traffic Light Protocol - or short: TLP - was designed with the objective 

to create a favorable classification scheme for sharing sensitive information while keeping the 

control over its distribution at the same time. 

Vocabulary for Event Recording and Incident Sharing VERIS  



MISP Sharing Groups 
 

Sharing Groups in MISP are a more user–centric and user-controlled way to create or join a 

distribution network for malware events, news and attributes. Groups allow users to include 

organizations from their own instance or “local organizations” as well as organizations from directly, 

or indirectly connected instances which are referred to as “external organizations”. 

Sharing Groups can be created by any user that has editing permissions (such roles as; Admin, 

Publisher, OrgAdmin, Sync user). Additionally, Sharing Groups can be edited by any user that has the 

aforementioned permission in addition to being a member of the organization responsible for 

creating the Sharing Group, or any organization that is marked as an "extender" of the Sharing 

Group. The main use for the “Extender” feature is delegating the rights to add users to trusted 

partners or organizations. For example, when sharing with a different industry sector (i.e. from an IT 

company to an Educational company), knowing all users that should receive the information is often 

not possible. Delegating the rights to extend the event to trusted representative of the other sector 

would allow for someone with more insight to find and add the proper list of partners for the 

Sharing Group. 

The most general use for Sharing Groups is creating re-usable topical subgroups in MISP that share 

events or for ad-hoc sharing scenarios (such as several organizations involved in a specific incident 

wanting to work together).  

Generally Sharing Groups add a level of complexity for the users involved as well as a performance 

overhead on the data marked with it. 

  



Creating a Sharing Group 
 

Login to the MISP Web Interface with any admin credentials. If you have followed these instructions,  

 

From the top bar, navigate to “Global Actions” and from the drop-down menu select “Add Sharing 

Group”. 

 

You will be taken to the “New Sharing Group” creation tool, consisting of 4 tabs or pages that need 

to be reviewed and filled. 

 

  



To start off, the “General” – tab of the “New Sharing Group” – creation tool will open. 

This tab contains the metadata that describes the group. 

 

Name: The name of the Sharing Group. 

For this instruction, we used “Class Setting 

Test Group”. 

Releasable to: This is meant for users to 

read who data marked with this Sharing 

Group is shareable with. This field is NOT 

used by MISP for anything. It is only used 

as an informational field aimed at extender 

organizations of the Sharing Group. For 

this instruction, we used “ORGNAME, 

ClassTest”. 

Description: A text representation of the 

intent of the Sharing Group.  

 

Make the sharing group selectable (active): Sharing Groups can be made either active or passive by 

unchecking this setting.  

For passive Sharing Groups, all events and attributes will continue to adhere to the settings and 

functionality, however, the Sharing Group will not be show up as a selectable option when setting 

the distribution of events/attributes. Make sure the tick-box is checked. 

Click the NEXT PAGE button. 

 

  



Next up is the “Organizations” – tab/page. This page of the tool contains the distribution list for the 

new group that is being created. The organizations are divided into “Local” and “Remote” sections 

and there is also the possibility of marking the organizations as “Extender” organizations (Meaning 

they can further edit the sharing group, i.e. add new trusted partners or sources for information). 

By default the “Local Organizations” are expected to have at least one organization on this list. We 

will now add the “ClassTest” organization to the list.  

 

First click on the “Add local organizations” – tab shown above and a “Select organization to add” – 

window will open. Select “ClassTest” from the “Available Organizations” – list and click the right -

facing arrows to move the organization to the “Added Organizations” list.  

 

Click ADD.  

The “ClassTest” organization will now show up in the organizations listing and there will be a tick-

box to the right underneath the “Extend” column. Make sure that the box is selected. 

We will not add any “External” organizations at this time, but it can be done through the “Add 

external organizations” – tab in the same way as the “Local” organizations. 

 (It is NOT recommended to add organizations you do not know to your groups.)  

Click the NEXT PAGE button. 

  



Next up is the “MISP Instances” – tab/page. The third page of the tool handles the different MISP 

instances that the data marked with the given sharing group are allowed to be synchronised with. 

For instance, there are three different MISP instances in three different NetSec branches of 

companies, adding each to allowed pool of instances for this group will effectively make those 

instances “Extenders” of this group.  

Keep in mind that any user that can view an event on a given instance will have the right to pull the 

event to their home instance, as they are part of the sharing group, however the organization 

distribution list will still apply. 

Enable roaming mode: This setting will disable the server list and rely purely on the organization list 

to distribute the data. Generally, this carries a slightly higher risk as it relies on administrators 

correctly setting up the host organization settings, but it removes the need to know the specific 

instance URLs where the event/attribute should flow. Make sure the tick – box is unchecked. 

Adding Instances to this list works much in the same way as it does for organizations, by clicking the 

“Add Instance” – tab, but the Instances need to be synced with the MISP instance in use.  

All orgs: Checking this checkmark will automatically include all organizations on the given instance in 

the sharing group. This means that in order to exchange with all users of a linked community, one 

does not need to know every organization residing on the instance. 

(NOTICE! This also means that the distribution list will NOT include the organization names 

connected with this group.) 

Check that the “Local Instance” is listed here and click the NEXT PAGE button. 

  



Once everything is set up you will be taken to the final page of the creation tool. Your MISP instance 

will summarise the sharing group in a highlighted text page, which needs to be reviewed before 

submiting. Mistakes in the sharing group settings can lead to organizations that should not be 

involved in the sharing group getting access or organizations receiving unwanted editing rights to the 

sharing group.  

(The sharing group is not propagated until an event/attribute receives the sharing group as the 

selected distribution.) 

Check that your settings are similar to the ones stated above and click the SUBMIT button! 

A view will open showing the created group and all of the related information (Including the UUID of 

the newly created group!)    



Creating a new event for a new group 
 

Detailed instructions on creating events for the feed can be found in the document titled “Core MISP 

installation (3.2021)”. For this instruction we will list the steps required for creating events with the 

newly created sharing group as the distribution. 

1. Navigate to the “Add Event” form on the homepage and fill in all the necessary fields. 

• Date: 

 Input the current date. 

• Distribution: 

From the drop-down menu, choose the “Sharing Group”. Choose “Class Setting Test 

Group” from the drop-down menu that opened next to the “Distribution” menu. 

• Threat Level:  

Choose undefined. 

• Analysis: 

Choose initial. 

• Event Info: 

Input some preliminary info about the event. 

• Extends Event: 

Leave blank. 

 

2. SUBMIT the event form and the un-published event ticket will appear. 

 

3. Populate the event by adding tags and attributes to it. 

• For distribution, make sure “Inherit event” is chosen. Any user within your Sharing 

Group will still have access to the event but attributes will be editable by the creator 

only. 

• NOTICE! It is recommended to always add at least three attributes to an event! 

 

4. Publish the event. After the job is finished, an email alert will be sent to all Sharing Group 

members who have been allotted for event notifications and the event will show up in the 

feed. 

  



Connecting to other MISP Instances 
 

Apart from being a self-contained repository of attacks/malware, one of the main features of MISP is 

its ability to connect to other instances and share its information. We will now look at how set up 

and maintain connections between other MISP Instances. 

In order to share data with a remote server via “pushes” and “pulls”, you need to request a valid 

authentication key from the hosting organization of the remote instance.  

 

From the top bar, navigate to “Sync Actions” and from the drop-down menu select “List Servers”. 

 

 

The “Servers” list will open. 

From the left of the screen, you can see the “New Servers” option, select it now. 

 

The “Add Server” – form will open up. 

 

  



Firstly, you will need the “Base URL” of the new server you wish to connect to. This can be found 

using the MISP server CLI or by going to the Web Interface of the new server and navigating to: 

From the top menu “Administration” and then choosing “Server settings & Maintenance”.  

In “Server settings & Maintenance”, choose “MISP settings” and the very first line reads 

“MISP.baseurl, that is the value you will need. 

Instance Name: 

This is the name/description you will give 

this new instance that is shown for users on 

THIS MISP Instance. General Practise is to 

name it with the name of the Organization 

you are connecting to. 

Organization Type: 

There are three choices to choose from: 

-Local: All organizations found on this 

Instance. 

-Known External: All organizations 

monitored and provided by MISP and CERT 

-New External: You need to provide the 

Remote Organization’s Name (Case 

sensitive) and the Remote Organization’s 

UUID of the new external company you wish 

to connect to. (This is also the one you 

would want to use when connecting with a 

MISP Instance of another student/group) 

AuthKey: The unique key generated for 

every MISP Instance upon installation. This 

can be found by navigating to “Global 

Actions” from the top bar of the server you 

are connecting to and choosing “My 

Profile”. 

Enabled synchronisation methods: 

-Push: Allow uploading of data and events to 

the new server (Recommended) 

-Pull: Allow downloading of data and events 

from the new server (Recommended) 

-Push Sightings: Allows the uploading of 

sightings to the new server (Recommended) 

-Push/Pull Galaxy Clusters: Allows the 

uploading and downloading of Galaxy 

Clusterinformation to and from the new 

server. 

 

 

  



MISC settings: 

-Unpublish Event: ONLY WORKS IF PUSH IS ALLOWED! As default all synchronised events are 

“unpublished”. 

-Publish Without Email: When a synchronised event is published, no email is sent to the users on 

the new server. (Not recommended) 

-Self Signed: Check this if you would like to allow a connection despite the other instance using a 

self-signed certificate. (Not recommended). 

-Skip Proxy: Do not connect to this server using the configured proxy (if any proxy host is set in the 

MISP configuration) 

Server certificate file (*.pem):  

You can upload a certificate file if the instance you are trying to connect to has its own signing 

authority. (Can usually be ignored) 

Client certificate file:  

Set a client certificate to use when connecting to this server. (If applicable) 

Push/Pull Rules: 

If Push and/or Pull is allowed for the server connection, you can set more detailed filtering rules for 

each here. 

 

After inputting all required information press the SUBMIT button. 

 

The “Servers” list will open back up with the new server connection listed. 

 

It is recommended to immediately test the connection to the new server. This can be done from the 

“Servers” list by clicking on the RUN button in the “Connection Test” column of the newly added 

server. 

The test can take up to 10 minutes so be patient. Once it is finished the MISP Web Interface will 

immediately print out the results of the test. If errors occurred, go through the settings of your new 

connection by clicking on the “EDIT” icon at the far right of the server row. 

 

 

  



 

Each user belongs to an organization. As an admin, you can manage these organizations. 

 

Firstly, we will be creating a new organization to add to the MISP instance. This organization will be 

used when creating new users to the MISP instance and grouping them together with other 

organizations or instances. 

 

Login to the MISP Web Interface with the admin@admin.test credentials. 

From the top bar, navigate to “Administration” and from the drop-down menu select “Add 

Organizations”. 

 

You will be taken to the “New Organization” – form.  

  



The new organization created will be a “Local organization”, meaning the organization has access to 

this MISP instance, make sure the “Local organization” tick-box is checked.  

(When adding an external organization which would be included with the Sharing Groups on this 

MISP instance, but which would not have direct access to the instance itself, the box would be left 

unchecked. i.e. adding a known/affiliated telecom organization to the Sharing Groups) 

The following fields are mandatory: 

Organization Identifier: 

Name of the organization 

created. We will be naming this 

organization “ClassTest”. 

UUID (Unique Identifier): 

Click on the “Generate UUID” 

button and remember to write the 

UUID down somewhere. This is 

used to connect the correct 

organization to different Sharing 

Groups where it is used. 

A brief description of the 

organization: 

Give a brief explanation of the 

created organization. i.e. “This 

organization is created as a 

classroom demonstration.” 

Optional fields you may fill in if you 

wish: 

Bind User accounts to domain(s) 
(This is non – mandatory for this 

demonstration) 

Add organization logo 

Nationality 

Sector 

Type of organization 

Contacts. 

 

 

After you have filled in all of the mandatory fields and any optional ones you wished or were 

instructed to, click SUBMIT and you will be re-directed to the “Local organizations having a 

presence on this instance” – a.k.a. the “Organizations List” – page. 

  



 

Every organization added to the MISP instance can be found here. Clicking on the “Logo” of the 

organization will open the “Organization NAME OF ORGANIZATION” page where additional 

information is shown and the option to edit or delete the organization is found.  

 

(The EDIT, DELETE and INSPECT quick icons are also found at the end of 

each Organization row. Hovering your cursor over the icons will inform 

you of the function of each of these icons.) 

 

All of the relevant information for created organizations can be found on this page, including the 

UUID. 

 

  



 

Editing and merging existing organizations 
 

 

It is possible, as an admin user to edit and/or merge all existing organizations within your MISP 

Instance. 

Editing is a quick way of setting up the main organization running on the MISP Instance “ORGNAME” 

with attributes corresponding with your own physical organization, such as changing the name to 

something more fitting. 

Merging organizations will transfer all users and data corresponding with that organization from 

one organization to a different one. This means that merging will also transfer all rights to events 

and data created by one organization to the other. 

 

To edit an existing organization: 

 

From the top menu navigate to “Administration” and from the drop-down menu select “List 

Organizations”.  

 

The “Local organizations having a presence on this instance” – list will appear and from the symbols 

on the right side of the organization rows, choose EDIT. 

The “Edit organization” window will open. From there you may change any setting and attribute for 

the organization like you would when creating a new organization. 

  



To MERGE existing organizations: 
From the top menu navigate to “Administration” and from the drop-down menu select “List 

Organizations”.  

Open the “Edit Organization” window of the organization that you wish to merge into another 

organization. 

  

From the menu on the left, click the “Merge 

Organization” option and a new window will 

pop-up where you can choose to which 

organization you wish to merge the current 

organization to. 

Choose the which organization to merge to 

and press MERGE.  

 

Depending on the size of the organizations 

merged, this can take anywhere from 30 

seconds to 5 minutes. 

After a while the merging will be complete, 

and all data will have been moved to the 

destination organization. 

 

 

 

Next, we will be creating new users for the MISP instance and assigning them to the default 

“ORGNAME” organization and the newly created “ClassTest” organization. 

 

  



 

Creating new users for the MISP instance 
 

Now we will create three new users for the MISP instance to test out the process. 

 

One of the users will be created to the “ORGNAME” organization as new admin and the other two 

will be added to the “ClassTest” organization to act as “employees” of this organization. 

 From the top bar, navigate to “Administration” and from the drop-down menu select “Add User”. 

 

 

 

You will be taken to the “Admin Add User” form. 

  



The new users added will require an email – address for different alerts. A working email address is 

not required for all of the created users, since you are able to assign each user a password when 

creating it. We will however be assigning one of the users added to the “ClassTest” organization with 

an actual working email to see how the alerts work. 

First, we will create a new admin user to 

the “ORGNAME” organization. 

Email: 

You may use an actual email – address, 

but for this instruction we will be using a 

fake one, “usertest@testing.misp” 

Password: 

You may use any password, but for this 

instruction we will be using: 

USERtestpa55 

Organization: 

From the drop - down menu choose: 

“ORGNAME”. 

Role: 

From the drop - down menu choose: 

“admin”. 

Authkey: 

This key will be automatically assigned 

to each new user by the MISP instance. 

It is used for exports and in the case of 

administrative roles, to connect 

different servers to one another. 

NIDS SID:  

ID of network intrusion detection systems. Fill this in only if instructed so by your instructor. 

Sync user: 

Use this option for granting the user the right to synchronize the event between MISP server. This 

option is available for admin, Org Admin and Sync user roles.  

PGP Key: 

The PGP key is used to encrypt e-mails sent through the system. 

Receive alerts when events are published: This option will subscribe the user to automatically 

generated e-mails whenever an event is published. Un-check the tick-box.  

 

Receive alerts from "Contact reporter" requests: This option will subscribe the user to e-mails that 

are generated when another user tries to get in touch with an event's reporting organization which 

matches that of the new user. Un-check the tick-box.  

Disable this user account: Tick it if you want to disable this user account. Used when editing 

accounts, it is the preferred method to deleting accounts. Un-check the tick-box.  



Send credentials automatically: This is used when, for example, you create a new user for a new 

employee and do not assign a password for them automatically. The user will receive an email with 

their credentials and a “one – time password” which they will be asked to change upon first login. 

Un-check the tick-box.  

After filling in all the necessary information click the CREATE USER button. 

 

Test that you are able to login with the new credentials. The newly created user should have rights 

to create new users so navigate back to “Administration” -> “Add Users” and create two new users 

for the “ClassTest” organization with the following credentials: 

(REPLACE <youremail@email.com> with the email assigned to you by your organisation!) 

 

You may use any password you wish but the once used here are:  

“ORGadminpa55” and “USERrolepa55”. 

Use your school assigned email (or any email your instructor says to use) for the “User” – role user. 

This way you can test the functionality of the email – alerts. 

After filling in all the necessary information click the CREATE USER button. 

 

  



After creating all three new users your “Users index” should look as below: 

 

Now try to login to each newly created user to test that they were created properly. You should also 

have received an auto – generated email to the last user you created for the “ClassTest” 

organization. 

 

Finally, we will test how an admin is able to contact the users of a MISP Instance. 

  



Contacting users  
 

Site admins can use the "Contact users" feature to send all or individual user an e-mail.  

(Users that have a GnuPG key set will receive their e-mails encrypted.) 

 

 

From the top bar, navigate to “Administration” and from the drop-down 

menu select “List User”. On the left side of the screen there is a list of 

actions, from there choose “Contact Users”.  

 

 

You'll be presented with the “Contact User(s)” form that allows you to 

specify the type of the e-mail, who it should reach and what the content is. 

 

 

 

 

Action: This defines the e-mail 

type, which can be a custom or a 

welcome message or a password 

reset. Password resets include a 

new temporary password and will 

automatically change the user's 

password accordingly. Choose 

“Welcome message”. 

Subject: You can enter any subject 

line for your email here. We used 

“Testing message functions”. In 

the case of a “Password Reset” 

this will be auto – generated. 

 

 

Recipient: The recipient toggle lets you contact “A single user” (which creates a second drop-down 

list with all the e-mail addresses of the users), “All users” or “All users of the same organization”. 

Choose “All users of the same organization” and from the “Recipient Organization Name” – drop-

down menu, choose “ClassTest”. 

Enter a custom message: Many of the messages are auto – generated but selecting this tick-box will 

allow you to change the message in any way you wish by opening the “Message” – text box. 

  



Keep in mind that all e-mails sent through this system, in addition to your own message, will be 

signed in the name of the instance's host organization, the e-mail will also include the e-mail address 

of the instance's support (if available), and will include the instance's GnuPG signature for users that 

have a GnuPG key set (and thus are eligible for an encrypted e-mail). 

 

After you have filled in all of the required fields, press SUBMIT. Your email will be compiled and sent 

to all of the recipients in “ClassTest” organization.  

This process can take up to 10 minutes, while it usually is done under a minute. 
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